Abstract
Network evolution studies have suffered from selection and left censoring problems - actors choose the networks they wish to enter and are observed after their networks have matured. Both empirical challenges limit inferences on how social networks evolve and affect human achievement. We use rare "natural experiment" data on three cohorts of elite MBA students to study network evolution with an eye to the determinants of attachments and individual success. In this natural experiment students have had no prior school contact and are randomly assigned to 60 person sections that have unique social characteristics (i.e., experimental conditions). The data contain over 12 million emails among MBAs and between MBAs and their external contacts, as well as, complete profiles of each student's demographics, job history, test scores, and job market performance. In addition, we use a companion dataset that matches self-reported network data with the email data to gauge the appropriateness of email as a valid proxy for the real social network.
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